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June 21, 2021 

Josie Kotsioris 
Director, Multifamily Programs Division 
Tennessee Housing Development Agency  
Andrew Jackson Building, Third Floor  
502 Deaderick Street 
Nashville, TN 37243 
 
Ms. Josie Kotsioris,  

The Tennessee Developers Council writes to provide comments on the preliminary proposed changes to 
the 2022 Qualified Allocation Plan (QAP), which were presented to the Tennessee Housing Development 
Agency Board of Directors at its May 25, 2021 meeting.  

County Needs Score / Census Tract Needs Score 
The proposed change to the county need score represents a tectonic shift in how credits would be 
allocated in Tennessee. The Tennessee Developers Council recognizes and applauds the public policy 
goal behind the proposed methodology – the approach appears to allow for better locational targeting 
and perhaps a broader variety of census tracts that can effectively compete. It also appears to limit the 
need for tiebreakers in the nine percent new construction program. The approach should presumably 
allow THDA to better target funding to census tracts with the highest need within a county and to 
census tracts with specific public policy priorities such as communities of opportunity. 

However, the Tennessee Developers Council has several areas of concern with this new approach. First 
and foremost, many of our members have raised concerns about the timing. Millions of dollars have 
been spent on pre-development activities like site acquisition and control, all based on the county needs 
score for projects anticipated to apply for funding in 2022. While we acknowledge that county needs 
scores change from year to year based on a variety of factors, these have been generally known and 
understood by the development community, allowing for advanced planning in identifying development 
pipelines even before the individual counties have been scored. Many of our members would 
recommend that if such change were to be adopted, it would be preferred that the implementation 
date should occur in 2023. Likewise, in future years, the Tennessee Developers Council requests THDA 
publish its list of census tract scores with as much advance notice as possibly, preferably even before the 
draft QAP is posted. The more time developers have to work in identifying sites the better. 

The proposed change invites several other questions: will the current one new construction 
development per county limit be adjusted to the census tract level? Will multiple census tracts within 
one county be able to receive an award? Would this change also be carried over to the bond program? 
The Tennessee Developers Council does not recommend adopting the new methodology for the bond 
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program at this time. So long as the bond program remains non-competitive, we believe county level 
needs scores are sufficient. 

New Construction in QCTs 
We’re supportive of the change to allow new construction projects in qualified census tracts (QCTs) and 
believe that this change will support the federal Opportunity Zones initiative as well as allow 
developments to claim the 30 percent basis boost to help make more deals financially feasible. We hope 
this change will be carried over to the bond program as well.  

QCTs, by definition, are places where more than 50 percent of the residents earn 60 percent of area 
median income or less. To avoid further concentrating poverty, we suggest that new construction in 
QCTs be limited to areas with a Community Revitalization Plan, a Choice Neighborhood award or similar 
scale place-based revitalization plan.  

Total Development Cost Limits 
The proposed changes presented to the board on May 25 notably did not include changes to the total 
development cost (TDC) limits. It has been THDA’s practice to adjust TDC limits based on construction 
costs annually and we hope that THDA will do so again in the 2022 QAP. Another means to a similar end, 
would be to exclude land and/or building acquisition prices from the calculation of TDCs. We suggest 
further that THDA revisit TDC limits more frequently until the current construction crisis resolves itself. It 
does not seem unreasonable given the current market conditions for THDA update TDC limits quarterly.  

We greatly appreciate the efforts taken by THDA to financially secure deals struggling with increased 
constructions costs and urge THDA to increase the limits in the 2022 QAP. An increase was overdue 
before COVID and the run-up in construction costs and is now all the more necessary. A front-end 
increase decreases the likelihood that the extraordinary back-end mitigating measures that THDA is 
currently taking will be less likely in the future.  

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these proposed changes and look forward to further 
engagement as the 2022 QAP revision process takes place. As always, please don’t hesitate to reach out 
with any questions or concerns.  

 
Sincerely,  
 

 

Thom Amdur 
President 
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